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Abstract
“Take your pleasures seriously”
Charles Eames

This thesis is a collection of furniture and objects that seek to
embody the harmonious pleasantness of things through thoughtful
consideration of their aesthetics, utility, and place. It reflects on
the ownership and creation of objects and the role they play defining who we are. More specifically, it’s a reflection on how where
I’ve come from and learning how to create have influenced these
complex ideas. It’s a document that looks inward and serves as
a manifestation of my developing process and its effects on my
identity as a result. It grapples with my desire to create things
that are bold but also understated, pop but somehow timeless. It
shows that pleasure isn’t always pleasant. Ultimately, this body of
work sheds a light on who I am, how I make, and why I do it. It is
a testament to how seriously I take my pleasures.
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Watercolors by Finn Juhl
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An Introduction to Furniture

Furniture exists within the spectrum of art and design, establishing
itself somewhere in the dichotomy between function and aesthetics. It can stand as a symbol of a specific lifestyle and it can also
be the literal structure that supports that lifestyle. When designing
furniture, just like any other creative practice, the designer’s values and intent become imbued within the physical product as a
result of every decision made. So the question I then begin to ask
myself is: what is the lifestyle I am promoting and what are the
values I want to translate through my work? In pursuit of this answer, one thing that I have found in designing things for a specific
lifestyle is that it takes one to design one.
I grew up and went to school on the East Coast in competitive
13

environments where elitism was fetishized and people basked in
their own pools of it. Academia taught me to be critical of everything and strive to be the best intellectually, athletically, and even
socially. While it made me smarter and instilled in me a strong
work ethic, it certainly didn’t make me happy. But how could you
expect to be when you’ve been trained your entire life to look for
the fault in everything?
In 2016 I moved to Melbourne, Australia and in the year down under my view on life and how to enjoy it was flipped upside-down. I
felt so physically and mentally distant from the hierarchy of academia and social posturing of my peers. For the first time I felt a
14

sense of contentment in myself where it was once only ambition.
There was no Puritanical pressure to brag about your stress, but
actual outlets to mediate it. The beach was a 30 minute tram
ride away and there were 4 fantastic coffee shops on my block.
It never snowed. Young people made good wages and as result
there was a youthful influence and energy throughout the city. Life
felt lived. Things and people were celebrated but most importantly it was through living there that I learned to look for the best in
everything. It was my everyday life but it felt like vacation.
That’s what this collection of work hopes to embody -- a life
focused on creating harmony and celebrating joy. It’s a lifestyle

inspired by my time in Australia, but realized through the rigor and
focus of my East Coast upbringing. It presents a utopian ideal
but also shines a light on the dirty work involved in realizing it.
It shows the effort behind creating something effortless and the
displeasure involved in creating something pleasant. In the end it’s
proof that a life of leisure is hard work. No one said it was easy
having fun.
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“Making the internal commitment to bring
an idea to fruition can be a scary proposition. There is a moment, sometimes at first
light when a long germinating idea crystallizes in your mind and rings true in your
bones: You think: if I commit to this idea,
it will consume my life for the next five
weeks, or the next five years.”
-Peter Korn, Why We Make Things and Why
it Matters
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A Mind At Work:
A closer look into my process and deconstruction of the steps involved in transforming idea into object
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A series of exploratory sketches

My process always begins with ruminating on an idea before it
receives birth as a sketch. Many sketches follow, sometimes in pen,
sometimes in pencil. Often times entire sketchbooks are filled with iterations of just one idea. Making a thing is a long process and never
happens over the course of just one day. It’s a long process in which
the object I wish to build is figured out through deconstruction of its
parts and their respective operations. I’m a very risk-averse person
so I don’t like being surprised by problems, I want to forecast them
and solve them before the first piece of wood is cut. I work this way
because I know that additional unforeseeable problems will inevitably
creep their way in as things get underway. It’s being careful, it’s be20

ing cautious, and it’s being aware of my talents and weaknesses. It’s
guided by what I feel like I can or believe I could do as well as things
I know I can’t or won’t do. It’s presenting myself with a series of
problems to solve in the pursuit of realizing an idea. Is it structural?
Is it a sensible use of materials and their properties? How much does
it cost to make? Where do I put it? How am I going to actually make
it? Laying out these steps and finding solutions before before the first
cut is made is important in checking the feasibility of an idea. Not all
problems need to be solved up front, however some problems can
end up killing a project instantly. Those are the ones that need to be
identified before moving committing to the idea.

A quick, full-scale model of a chair

Once I’ve developed an idea past its initial sketches and tested its viability, the next step is sourcing the materials and necessary tools to
fabricate it. This often requires trips to the lumber yard, Home Depot,
a bunch of Amazon orders, as well as dealing with special distributors of more industrial products if needed. It’s fun to go shopping, but
it can also be expensive and nerve-wracking as cost adds up quickly. Often times when you’re buying industrial materials, you can only
buy them in large quantities and it’s not very easy to return them,
therefore it’s always imperative to know exactly what and how much
you need.

After acquiring the required materials you also need to assemble
all of the required tools, again this can get expensive quickly. Often
times certain tools are prohibitively expensive, and other times they
don’t exist in the exact specifications you require for your operation.
The solution is often that you need to make your own tools. Jigs and
templates are incredibly important and powerful aids that are often
project specific and need to be designed and made by yourself. Constructing these jigs brings in the technical and engineering aspects of
design, which often involves a lot of math, models, and tests. If the
jigs are made well (read: precisely) to the specifications required for
each process, the result is undoubtedly a higher quality product and
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My nose to the grindstone in the
upholstery studio.
Photo courtsey of Jo Sittenfeld

consequently the fabrication becomes the most enjoyable part of the
entire process.
After the designing is done and the measurements are finalized I get
to it. This rarely involves a written list of operations but by this time
I know in my head what needs to be done and generally in what
order. I like to prep myself so that all the materials and tools I need
are within arms reach. Reducing the number of trips back and forth
to my bench for a forgotten pencil, clamp, or ruler saves time and
energy. If I have all the things I need and know where they are, often
times I’ll enter this hyper-focused state of flow. Headphones are in
and music is playing, there’s a rhythm to my process, it’s very much
22

Fabricated and ready for finish

a physical experience; at this point I’m solely concerned with my
execution of each step because all of the planning and problem solving has been done ahead of time. There’s no control + Z, and if you
mess up there can be consequences, sometimes they’re serious. If I
didn’t need to eat or take breaks I wouldn’t. Sometimes I’ll be working
for 8 hours at a time and realize that the only thing I’ve eaten has
been a granola bar. To see physical evidence of your productivity
can be intoxicating. Exhaustion and hunger are usually the two biggest sobering agents that pull me from the tunnel-vision intensity that
I worked so hard to put myself into. But even after a long day, the
kind when your exhaustion keeps you awake in bed, I run through
the operations I need to do the next day and play them out to make

sure I’m doing it the best way I know how. This cycle of obsessive
and consuming dedication doesn’t end until the form is realized and
the thing is manifested before me.
What usually happens afterwards is that I experience some weird
disoriented comedown where I’m floating through daily life with a
sense of detachment. It’s like a refractory period in which I become
desensitized to what just happened and what happens next. It takes
me a few days to get back in the rhythm of normal life. I’ll always try
and catch up on sleep, even though I never sleep as much as I tell
myself I will, and then try and transition back into the mundane tasks
of everyday life like cooking and cleaning. Because of the intensity
23

Gardenia (2018)
Rolled Aluminum, Paint, Plywood, LEDs

of my process, each time I make something new it is its own experience. As a result, it’s hard, especially at first, to separate the object
from the physical and mental process of bringing it into creation. But
at the end of the day, seeing your hard work materialize before your
eyes leaves you with an incredible sense of accomplishment.
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Gardenia (2018)
Rolled Aluminum, Paint, Plywood, LEDs
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Home

When I was growing up, around 10 years old, my dad built my
brother and me a basketball court. Neither one of us had any
talent at the sport and neither one of us had a particularly strong
interest in it. It’s not something we dreamed of or begged him to
do for us, however it’s funny how much that building has influenced my upbringing and defined what home means to me.

Inside the Basketball Court

It did nothing to help improve my game; I was and still am a trash
basketball player. But what it did do was provide was the space
for countless birthdays, late nights, dinner parties, fundraisers,
and celebrations. It was a space of joy and for joy that was best
when filled.
29

Naturally it played host to all of my childhood birthday parties.
We would lower the net and set up my mom’s Pilates trampoline
so we could throw down some thunderous dunks. For my 11th
birthday my mom even hired a ballroom dance instructor to come
teach us how to square-step. It served as a hub for snacks and
dry towels between big cannonballs and endless games in the
pool. It played host to deep ping-pong rallies which, years later,
turned into beer pong. More recently, set up with long fold out
tables, speakers, and a monitor, it served as my makeshift studio
when I was applying to RISD.
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The year I started at RISD my parents sold my childhood home. It
was only until I visited them in their new rental home that I truly
realized how fortunate I had been to grow up in a spacious, bright
and open modern house -- that also happened to have a basketball court in the back. It was a house that my father, an architect,
designed and that my mom, the head honcho, operated. I knew it
wasn’t normal to have a basketball court but it’s taken me awhile
to realize just how truly special it was.
In 1999 my parents bought a small 4-acre plot of land in New Hope,
PA that came with a 200 year old stone house, a carriage house, a

Ando Planter (2018)
Cast Concrete, Brass
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Staircase & Plinth (2018)
Painted Plywood, Poplar, Casters
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pool, and a pond. We stayed in the carriage house for a year while
the new addition to the main stone house was being built.
I remember skipping school to watch the foundation be poured
and carving rocks with the stonemasons for the wall out front. It
was a house that I witnessed being built but hadn’t realized how
formative it was for me until I began pursuing my own education
in design.
Growing up, I hadn’t fully comprehended or processed the consequences of living in a space that had been designed specifically
for me. To me it was just my home. At that time I wasn’t privy to

the ways in which architecture and designed spaces influence
the way in which we live and grow, or the impact that particular
physical space had in determining who I’ve become. Soon after
coming to this understanding that designed spaces shape human behavior and experience, it was only a short leap to see
that designed objects can hold a similar power. Recognizing that
that space, on so many occasions, brought together family and
friends and provided us with excitement and joy has pushed me
to explore the power and role of these objects that populate these
important spaces.
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Ill Studio, Pigalle, and Nike, Pigalle Basketball Court (2017)
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Elmgreen & Dragset, Powerless Structures, Fig. 13 (2015)
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Deep Dives in Shallow Waters (2017)
Stainless Steel, Plywood, LEDs
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Sneaker culture breaking into the mainstream
New York Post, Feb. 23, 2005
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Objects of Status

In the late 2000s Nike ruled the sneaker scene. At this point in
time Nike had the best product and marketing, out of any sneaker company in the world. Their skateboard line, Nike SB, was so
successful that it quickly developed a cult following. The line’s
most coveted models were the Dunk low and high. Nike collaborated with various skate shops, artists, and musicians to release
limited edition models of the shoes that were extremely sought
after. Nike SB had developed a strategy to release limited edition collaborations with skate shops, artists, musicians. Each
release had its own special colorway and was often named in
reference to something in pop culture like the Tiffany, or Freddy
Krueger Dunks. The craze for these sneakers had reached the
39

NIke SB, Tiffany, Freddy Krueger, and Pigeon Dunks,
three “(Holy) Grails”

My collection of Vans Authentics and
Old Skools

point where people would camp out days and even up to a week
before the release to ensure getting their hands on a pair. On its
release day, the Pigeon dunk, designed by Jeff Staple, caused a
riot that had to be shut down by the NYPD. Those lucky or committed enough to cop these coveted releases would often times
resell them for double, triple, sometimes even tenfold markup.
The limited numbers and the special signatures unique for each
pair made these shoes incredibly collectible. Some people’s collections were investments; some pairs today are worth upwards
of $15,000. It was a tantalizing scene to witness for a teenage boy
like myself who only started to realize that I had some agency
over buying things for myself. Thankfully my interest in collecting

SBs didn’t last long, as I didn’t have the means nor the time to
get the shoes that I really wanted because they always ended up
being so difficult or expensive to get. Over the course of a about
a decade, collecting and obtaining these rare and hyped sneakers evolved from a small online community into a full blown economy with collectors and resellers making their living off of flipping
shoes. This ridiculous culture had stripped these sneakers of their
designed use as people stopped wearing them, because even
after wearing them once, they are no longer considered “deadstock,” meaning it’s no longer brand new and thus its resale value
plummets. It’s totally understandable as it’s hard to justify walking
in something that’s worth as much as a car. The competition and
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demands of the sneaker game made obtaining these sneakers so
laborious or expensive that it stopped being fun. It was no longer
a question of whether I actually liked the shoe but rather, how
could I get it? It became not so much about the look of the shoe
but rather about the hype and the money -- the status -- the shoe
represented. I realized that as a teenager with no disposable
income, this was not a fun game to play, nor was it particularly
rewarding. And frankly, if I’m being honest, the Dunk didn’t pair
well with much in my wardrobe. Shortly after I dipped my toe into
the sneaker game, I sold my small collection and got out.
Ten years later, I still have a strong love for sneakers, and I still

love to collect them. However, my mentality around what shoes
I buy is completely different. These days, it primarily consists of,
but is not limited to Vans, particularly the Old Skool and Authentic
models. They’re simple, understated, timeless, casual, (mostly)
inexpensive, and also (in my opinion) great looking shoes. In the
sneaker world they usually get slept on -- they’re not particularly sought after by others. They don’t make a statement on their
own, but I love their ability to tie together an outfit. They’re not
extravagantly loud or trying too hard and they’re not nearly as
strong of a flex as Yeezys or Balenciagas are. And unlike many
hyped or luxury sneakers, people can’t instantly pinpoint the
gratuitous cost you paid for them. They’re not expensive, and
41

Plycraft, Eames-Style Recliner

I’m not afraid to wear them. When I wore my SBs I was terrified
of creasing them or scuffing them to the point that all I could do
was waddle in them.
I’m wary of the design scene, because I see the similarities it
has with the sneaker culture I’ve distanced myself from. Sure, it’s
populated by fewer teenaged boys but it’s still so heavily influenced by the marketing and posturing of players in the industry.
Furniture and home objects can be extremely collectible and also
come with name brands. How many people know of the Eames
Lounge but couldn’t tell the difference between an obvious knockoff and an original? What I’m wary of is people attributing value
42

to things solely based off of their perception that society or some
“higher authority” has of it. It saddens me to see how some
people rely solely on the validation of others in the things they
choose to buy that, in some form, end up representing them. I
understand that my perspective comes from a point of privilege -financial, temporal, and academic, that has given me the opportunity to deconstruct and analyze the factors behind “taste” and to
develop my own. And I get the sense that some people are afraid
of showing their support for something that doesn’t have a cosign
of some “tastemaker” or “influencer” because they are the only
one left to defend their choice. But I feel that it’s an important and
liberating step towards establishing your own agency in the things

you own and the person you choose to be. Both fashion and
furniture are expressions of who we are and they have the ability
to speak to our character and values. Wouldn’t you want to speak
on your own behalf?
There’s importance to the objects that we select but also it’s
important that we consider how we choose to present those
objects. As our objects speak for our character, the adage still applies: it’s not so much about what you say as it is how you say it.
I’m not saying luxury items or special editions of things are bad,
but I think we should like these things for more than just the fact
that they’re expensive or a limited edition.

When the world of marketing has infiltrated almost every aspect
of our lives, it’s so easy to be sold on the idea of something
rather than the actual thing. As I’ve matured I’ve certainly benefited from being more thoughtful in selecting the things I buy and
the way I present them. I’ve developed a more critical attitude
towards the objects I own and have found that in having a higher
criteria for them, they’ve provided me with much more enjoyment.
I guess my point is that I think we should choose the things that
we like because we like them, not because of anyone else. We
should celebrate our things for what they are and how we see
them, because ultimately they are an extension of our identities.
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Shoebox (2017)
White Oak with Soap Finish
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“This, I would suggest, is precisely what
makes creative practice such a generous
source of fulfillment, beyond the pleasur eof
engaging heart, head, and hand in unison.
It exercises one’s innate capacity to re-form
the given world in ways that matter.”
-Peter Korn, Why We Make Things and Why
it Matters
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Final Thoughts
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I think we would be a more fulfilled and understanding society if everyone made something. I’m not talking about Excel
sheets or Powerpoint slide decks, but truly created something
with their own two hands. Not necessarily as a profession
or even a hobby, but I think it would be beneficial for people
to have the experience and understanding of the processes
required in shaping the material world that surrounds us.
For me, that is the most important thing I’ll take away from
my three years at RISD. That’s not to say I’m not proud of my
work, but I know this is just the start of developing a lifelong
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process. But it’s through getting the opportunity to go from
design all the way to fabrication that has helped change my
perception towards objects and their values. I have a newfound respect for the time, research, craft, and work, required
to make even the simplest of things. It has gone so far as to
make me question my value system and my own personal
taste. It has fostered skepticism for people who dub themselves as “creators” who sell more than they make. But more
importantly it has fostered in me a sense of fulfillment and
pride that is reflective of my values and who I want to be.
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